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We are in the Bridal season and it is that
promising profitable part of the year. Despite
the heat, our spirits are high. We at Diva Talk
understand that the 2 year gap has taken a toll
on our creativity. We now need to update our
skills and get ahead of all the trends and viral
techniques that the industry has brought up
recently.
We had a great response to the industry
exhibitions that happened in past months. These
are great platforms for us professionals to meet,
network, update and well shop. Alongside, one
can really invest in future technology, add
new products or services picked from these
exhibitions. This issue is about the leading bridal
trends, makeup looks, hair styles and even color
palette defined by the Bollywood real brides
from recent times. We help you decipher the
looks, help you customise them for your bride
and keep the learning fun. We also talk about
monsoon makeup blunders to avoid. Technology
today becomes lifestyle tomorrow, so we bring
to a detailed study on Infrared FAR saunas and
there benefits.
We are overwhelmed with your abundant love to
our YouTube channel 'DIVA TALK MEDIA' as we
become a 22,000+ strong Family. Click on the
link mentioned across to log on.

Click Here
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Product Buzz

SLEEK Hair Removing CREAM
Hair removal cream is a painless technique for hair free skin, while waxing is painful,
laser reduction is way more expensive and trimmers or shavers may cause skin
irritation. Sleek is the best, safest and the most trusted wax brand used for ever
three decades in lacs of salon across India and abroad. Sleek has most recently
launched its latest product ‘ Hair removing Cream’ in two different variants, for
sensitive skin containing aloe vera and vitamin E and for dry skin containing
the goodness of rose and jasmine.
Aloe Vera rejuvenates the skin and is great for sensitive skin. Vitamin
E on the other hand is the powerful anti-oxidant which repairs the
UV damaged skin as well as nourishes the skin. For dry skin, rose and
jasmine refreshes and energizes skin and helps to hydrate the skin.
Sleek hair removing cream results are long lasting and much smoother as
compared to shaving or razor uses. The hair grows back softer compared
to other hair removal treatments. Hair removal cream is safe to use as
it usually does not cause cuts, spot, ingrown hair or any other lingering
effects on the body. This Hair removing cream is definitely a game changer
and promises to be a great product launched by Sleek.

For more information please call on +91 9034051025

Vitamin C Face Serum By KIANA
Intense Care Face Serum boosts collagen production
and accelerates skin repair by smoothening the
natural expression lines. It is perfect to apply
before make-up as a moisturizer to enhance skin
quality and prep for makeup.
This All-in-One
face serum provides unlimited benefits to your
face by lightening and lifting your skin naturally
thus improving the skin’s luminosity. The serum
comes enriched with Natural Vitamin C that helps
in blocking UV rays. Vitamin C helps in natural
melanin production in the skin, further lightening
hyper pigmentations and brown spots. This face
serum has all the essential qualities and more that
your face requires daily. A perfect component for
your daily skin care regimes as well as skin preps
before applying make up.

All products are exclusively available with SB
International on 8595609622, 9711209612,
011-45647288

Click HERE for more

details

www.sunilbajaj.com
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Aesthetic Salon Furniture Range by SAKHI
Sakhi Beauty Concepts offers complete solution for
all Salon and spa furniture requirements. State of
the are furniture designs, Top Class manufacturing
quality and complete customer satisfaction are the
core values of the company.
They manufacture all types of salon furniture
including Salon Chairs, Shampoo Stations, PediSpa
Stations, Barber chairs and mirror stations. They also
specialize in State of the art Facial beds in Steel and
Wood finish.
Customisation as per client requirement is there forte.
The prices are well affordable and special offers are
available on bulk orders. If you are looking for entire
salon design and furniture they will guide you well in
the right directions. For further details feel free to
get in touch directly.

For more information call on +91 9811139675

Click HERE for more details

www.sakhibeautyconcepts.com

DISPO DRAPES - Quality Salon Disposables
We at Dispo Drapes have designed a new range
of disposable apparels which are suitable for
salon workers and clients as well. In these crucial
times it is pertinent to use as much as possible
disposable materials in salons. Everybody is
getting educated now about safety, hygiene and
precautions to be taken everywhere especially in
a salon or a barber shop. Sanitization is the thumb
rule and multi-level sanitization is recommended.
Dispo Drapes recommend you to use better

sanitized or clean instruments preferably
disposables as far as possible. We have created
various design in disposable gowns, tops, lowers,
full body coveralls, shirts, pyjamas etc. However,
we have specially designed full body safety kit
covering from head to toe made with special highquality material to ensure maximum protection.

For more information and detailed catalogue
Please call us on +91 9310372219

Click HERE for more details

www.dispodrapesint.com
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8TH INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY BY BWSSC
In a bid to promote Yoga for holistic well-being,
Beauty & Wellness Sector Skill Council (B&WSSC),
under the Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship (MSDE) organized an event to
celebrate the 8 th International Day of Yoga with
the chosen theme of ‘Say Yes to Yog and No to
Rog’.
Ms Monica Bahl, CEO, Beauty & Wellness Sector
Skill Council while talking about the occasion
informed,"This is the day of celebration for us,
while celebrating yoga day we also organized 1
st ever “Convocation Ceremony” for successful
students passing out from short term training
courses of B&;WSSC, under Skill India Mission.
Followed by Lamp lighting ceremony there was
a special Surya Namaskar performance and
certificate distribution for the students. Occasion
saw students performing Surya Namaskar. Yoga
event was also joined in by Students from NGO
who performed Yoga.
On this occasion B&WSSC also signed a MoU
with Art of Living in the august presence of
esteemed dignitaries for skilling of Indian youth
in Yoga. Dr Blossom Kochhar, ChairpersonB&WSSC who congratulated all the passing out
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students on their achievement and wished them
luck for their future. Occasion was graced by Shri
Rajesh Aggarwal, Secretary, -Minister of Skill
Development &; Entrepreneurship, Ms Monica
Bahl, CEO, Beauty & Wellness Sector Skill council,
Shri. K.K. Dwivedi, Joint Secretary- Ministry of
Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Shri
Ved Mani Tiwari, COO, NSDC, Dr. Biswajit Saha,
Director Skill Education & Training.
Emphasizing the need for Yoga instructors and
trainers in the country, Shri Rajesh Aggarwal,
Secretary-Minister of Skill Development &;
Entrepreneurship, said, “Yoga is India’s gift to
the world as it has roots in our ancient Vedic
traditions. Our Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has also stated that Yoga has
emerged as one of the biggest mass movements
in the quest for good health and well-being
across the globe in the last few years. Aligned
with his vision, Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship has been working closely with
Beauty & Wellness Sector Skill Council (B&;WSSC)
to build awareness regarding various career
prospects in the field of Yoga and encourage
youth to embrace Yoga for a promising future. In
a post COVID-19 era, I foresee an urgent need of
skill set enhancement of the potential
workforce with a surge in demand for
certified Yoga instructors and trainers.
We
are
committed
towards
our
vision to make Yoga truly global and
empower youth across the country to
explore lucrative career opportunities
in the field of Yoga.” Over 1,30,000
people trained as Yoga Instructors and
Trainers by B&amp;WSSC under Ms
Monica Bahl, CEO, Beauty & Wellness

Event Buzz
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Sector Skill council of India elaborated, This was
the day of celebration for all of us and event
had participation from Delhi, NCR, Ghaziabad,
Meruth and different parts of India .B&WSSC.
offers three specific courses for yoga - Yoga
Instructor , Yoga Trainer and Senior Yoga Trainer
with our partners who have helped them reach
this remarkable milestone are, Art of Living, The
Yoga Institute and Patanjali. The states with the
highest number of skilled Yoga candidates are
Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Madhya
Pradesh,Haryana, Odisha, Kerala, West Bengal.
B&;WSSC also has vocational education courses
in Yoga for CBSE schools starting from class XI
and XII.
Shri. K.K. Dwivedi, Joint Secretary- Ministry of
Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, said,
“As a result of Skill India’s sustained efforts
to help youth leverage various employment
opportunities available in the field of Yoga,
over 1,30,000 candidates have been trained as
Yoga instructors and trainers across the country
through different skilling initiatives, primarily
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), Short
Term Training (STT), Special Projects by Beauty
&Wellness Sector Skill Council. With efforts of
the MSDE, aligned with PM Modi’s vision to make
Yoga a part of everyone’s life, Yoga has reached
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even the hinterlands of India. People in even the
remote corners of the country are learning Yoga
through Kaushal Vikas Kendras. Skill development
is going on in full swing in the whole country and
Yoga has become a great career choice for the
youth.”
Addressing the students on the Convocation
ceremony, the Chief Guest- Shri Rajesh Aggarwal
said,“It’s an honour & great pleasure that today
we are felicitating our students on this important
day, which also earmarks the 1 st Convocation
ceremony of short term training courses. This
indeed is a defining moment and a day of
celebration- a day when you look back on the
many challenges you have overcome, and look
forward to those that lie ahead, knowing that you
have the skills &amp; knowledge to meet them.
It is a day that you will always remember.” DT
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Cosmetic - Health - Salon
EXHIBITION - SEMINAR AWARDS - FASHION SHOW

8-9-10 Dec 2022
Auto cluster, Chinchwad
Pune
11 am - 6pm
For Details
7841-911-916
www.cbsshow.in
A CaVok’s Trade Show
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The Professional Beauty India, Delhi, 2022
comeback event, dazzled the capital by delivering
a spectacular event with a visitor footfall of 13842
in just 2 days. The 19th edition of Professional
Beauty India held at Private Maidan, Halls no.
8,9,10, & 11 was a beautiful showcase of glitz,
glamour, business, and education. Spread across
10,000 sq. mtrs with over 200+ brands across the
verticals of hair, skin, make-up, spa, and nails
as well as salon tools, accessories, and furniture
the event was attended by buyers from across
the country, from as far south as Kerala and as
far north as Jammu.

Professional
Beauty Delhi
2022,
Struck Gold!
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The Show Stopper Live Demo Stage and
leading artists: Professional Beauty Delhi
witnessed live education through its show
stopper live demo stage and seminars. The 19th
edition of Professional Beauty Delhi witnessed
the comeback of the Live Demo Stage, a hub
for learning, which attracted some of the best
talents from the industry such as Elton Steve,
Savio John Pereira, Vipul Chudasama, Dipika
Parihar, Puja Singh, Avleen Bansal, Dr. Blossom
Kochhar and many more showcasing the latest
trends in skin, hair, make-up, and nails as well
as the India launch of American makeup brand
‘Moria’ by Ekta Cosmetics.
Apart from the Live Demo Stage, the Expo
was full of learning opportunities as exhibitors
had private stages with live sessions, from
the likes of Sumit Malkotia, Rachit Malhotra,
Gaurav Bhardwaj, Rod Anker, Atul Chauhan, and
international artists like Marcos Viana, educator
& hair therapist, Visagist.
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New Features and Zones at PB Delhi:
Alongside the education stages and product
zones, this year PB Delhi implemented two new
areas to support the growth of the industry.
The Academy Zone: In recent years, there
has been a rise in the number of beauty and
hair academies imparting international-level
knowledge and techniques to the Indian beauty
and wellness industry. As a result, the standards
and offerings of the academies are continuously
improving and Professional Beauty Delhi gave a
platform to them to reach out to aspiring talent
looking for fresher courses as well as existing
talent looking to upgrade their skills.
Franchise Zone: At Professional Beauty Delhi, we
launched our Franchise Zone, our latest initiative
for bringing the industry together and supporting
its growth and development. The focus was on
allowing new investors and stand-alone salons
to meet and discuss franchise options with our
exhibiting brands and to facilitate the growth of
quality franchises with solid SOPs, hopefully derisking some of the challenges of launching and
growing a new salon or academy business.
The B2B Zone: Professional Beauty Delhi
gave a new concept to exhibitors focused on
pure branding and business meetings: the B2B
zone. This zone enabled brands to meet key

distributors, wholesalers, and salon customers to
discuss business strategy and planning.
Professional Beauty Delhi 2022 was the platform
where salons and artists could meet multiple
brands from hair styling to hair care, makeup to
skincare, nail, salon furniture, and more. And the
team of Professional Beauty India is proud that
all the exhibitors and visitors wholeheartedly
applauded the efforts put in by the team through
their exhibitions, magazine, and social media
to keep the industry connected and motivated.
Onwards and upwards to Professional Beauty
Mumbai on 19-20 September. DT
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Breaking
the Myth:
#All Saunas
are the Same.

Expert Inputs by:
Ms. Anukriti Garg
Director: ROYALE FAR InfraRED Sauna

It’s a common notion amongst many that all kinds
of sauna, be it traditional, steam or infrared, are
more or less similar in the general sense. If we
talk about surface body detoxification, yes, they
are but in every other aspect and benefits, there’s
a whole lot of difference between one another.
Let’s dwell into the few popular kinds of sauna
and how they function.
Traditional Sauna
A traditional Finnish sauna is a wooden room
or structure that uses heated stones and water
to create a hot and humid atmosphere capable
of providing a number of health benefits. The
traditional sauna is typically heated to between
70 o C and 110 o C and it is the heat of the room that
causes the person to become warmer and sweat.
Water is poured onto heated sauna stones to
create the distinctive atmosphere, of a traditional
steam sauna. This atmosphere can be as humid
or as dry as the sauna bather desires - although
typically it is kept to around 5% to 15%. Very
often these units of heat therapy are communal
but can also be built-in private homes.
Steam Sauna
A steam sauna generally uses steam generators
that heat water to create pressurized steam that
is released into the enclosed structure sauna
room. A steam room produces a wet heat that
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gives you a strong sense of perspiring. The heat
from steam encompasses your body with a very
direct contact sensation. If you desire a strong
sensation of immediate heat that gives you a
deeply relaxing feeling (like you’re melting) then
you’ll probably prefer the steam sauna.

Infrared Sauna
An infrared sauna uses infrared heat waves,
transmitted by ceramic or carbon heaters, to
warm the sauna. In infrared saunas the infrared
heat rays warm your body directly. Infrared
saunas provide an in-depth heat at a more
pleasant temperature of between 30 and 40
degrees Celsius. Claims state that less than 20%
of the infrared energy from the heater goes into
the air, so not only does the body receive 80%
of the heat benefits, some people find that the
air is more tolerable. And other than the heaters,
there are no hot surfaces to worry about. An
infrared sauna heater uses considerably less
electricity than indoor or outdoor saunas that
use electricity to heat. Plus, the sauna is usually
warm within 10 or 20 minutes.
But if all the three types of saunas have the
basic principle of making an individual sweat and
detoxify, on what grounds do they differ?

Wellness
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Conclusion
When it comes to choosing between an infrared sauna, conventional
or a steam sauna, it is best to try each type yourself and to talk with
people who own them. Take time to fully research your options and
talk to your doctor about health concerns with either type of sauna.
In the end, the choice may come down to limitations in budget, space
available, preferences in heating sources, or other personal factors.
No matter which you choose, you will be joining the ranks of millions
of people who use and enjoy saunas to improve their health, provide
relief and relaxation from life’s stresses, socialize with friends and
family, and even find spiritual peace. DT
Click HERE for more details

www.royalesauna.com
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Create
MONEY
Yes, you can create Money in your
salon. In this Salon MBA issue, we
help you understand certain intricate
systems that help you multiply your
wealth in various ways.
Word By Priyanka Kukreja

We have been conditioned to believe that creating
money is not possible. You either inherit it or
earn it. What if i told you that creating money
is no magic, it is possible with some meticulous
and well-planned processes for your salons.
The source of income for a salon is its services,
whose prices have to bet strategically. Here
Diva Talk research team help you understand
the complexity, effects and benefits of a good
pricing system. We put light on various ways in
which you can earn more and thus create money.

Pricing Your Services
Whether beginning as a freelancer, independent
contractor, or salon owner, one must first
determine how much you need to earn in order
to meet overhead and enjoy a profit. It would
logically follow that you should conduct a time
study to ascertain how long it takes to perform
the various salon services you offer.
Next,
determine your monthly, weekly, daily and hourly
earning goals to reach, for instance Rs. 50,000
per year. To have an income of Rs. 50,000 per
year, you must earn Rs. 4,166 per month or Rs.
969 per week, or Rs. 194 per day. If you wish
to really be precise you can take this one more
step to the number of hours you work in a day.
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If you need Rs. 194 per day, divide that by 7
hours. You must generate Rs. 27.50 per hour
(round up to Rs. 30.00) to earn Rs. 50,000 per
year. Keep in mind as you run the numbers, that
the revenue you generate in the salon represent
“gross profit” (not net profit).
You must
factor in the overhead such as rent, supplies,
insurance, advertising and other traditional
business expenses to determine your ‘net profit’
on a particular service. Overhead expenses are
prorated against all services rendered. Assuming
your overhead expenses are paid on a monthly
basis, it would be prudent of you to add up all

Feature
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overhead and divide that number by the number
of days of hours you will work in a month (about
25 days, or 175 hours)*

Raising Prices
Many salons and independent contractors hesitate
to raise prices. They are concerned that when
an increase is implemented, clients will leave,
and in some instances this statement will apply.
You have already figured an initial service charge
that will allow you to meet your goals. You must
not forget future goals; supply cost increases,
education expenses, and other overhead cost
increases.
Review your overhead expenses twice per year.
Performing a review will allow you to see which
expenses have increased and which ones have
remained the same. Have you discovered that
certain service products increased beyond a
comfortable level while others have remained
the same? The services whose products have
dramatically increased in cost designate a price
increase. For instance, have you purchased a
more expensive manicure or pedicure system, and
still charging the same price? Project additional
increases for these services, and then raise the
price of that service to cover future costs and
raise your profit level, while retaining satisfied
customers.
Still hesitant about raising your prices because
you are afraid of losing clients or revenue?
Consider that you are booked solid; no time for
yourself or your family, no time to fit in repairs,
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or you have increased your hours in order to earn
more money. It is great that you are in such
demand, however; unless you plan your work
hours to include breaks, you may be headed for
burnout due to over-extending yourself. How can
you allow yourself more time without sacrificing
income? Lets say that during a 40 - hour week,
you service one client per hour, and charge Rs.
25.00 for a fill. Your gross would be Rs. 1000 for
that week. Raising your price 15% would allow
you to earn an additional $150.00 a week. Now,
you could afford to loose 6 clients, and free up
some time while maintaining your weekly income.
You can utilize this extra time to send thank you
notes to new clients, order supplies, eat lunch,
or to service emergency clients.
Another simple guideline in raising prices
is to determine how many of your available
appointments are consistently booked. To figure
your percentage of booked appointments, you
need to determine how many appointment hours
are available per week. To find this figure, divide
the number of filled appointments by the number
of available hours.
If the number is higher
then 85%, you should raise your prices. This is
the level at which appointment problems arise;
you are unable to service clients for repairs, to
change their appointment times, take periodic
breaks, and make or return phone calls. What if
the level reaches 85% again? It’s time to raise
your prices!
Many salon owners fear raising their prices
because the competition down the street charges
far less for their services. Does the competition
perform at your same
level of expertise?
Are
they using the same
product system available
in your salon? Are they
practicing high levels of
sanitation?
Have they
participated in continuing
education, won awards,
or specialize in certain
services? Another thing
to take into consideration
when raising your prices
is to ask yourself the
question,
“Are
my
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clients coming to me because of my low prices,
or because they receive excellent service at a
reasonable cost?” Consumers can be placed into
two main categories: Those that strictly price
shop, and those that value shop for quality. The
second group will determine if the quality they
receive is worth the value of any given item or
service. However, In order to justify your service
charges, you must maintain your high level of
skill and professionalism.
Consumers recognize good quality service as
meeting an immediate need, though these needs
constantly change or evolve. Lets explore how
consumers utilize their purchasing power:

•

20% of consumers seek information
in answer to their concerns. They 		
listen for power words, such as: New,
Improved or Revolutionary.
• 10% seek simplicity and ease. They
want to reduce complexity in their lives.
• 10% are warranty seekers, wanting a
promise with a condition.
• 50% of consumers like to experiment.
• 20% are confident that they are worth
the amount they spend.

The information seeker

desires education
on a product or service before making a decision.
With this type of client, you will need to be
knowledgeable of your product, and secure in your
abilities. He or she will ask the most questions,
demanding all the details. Those clients that look
for something easy do not accept any breakdown
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in service or product. They do not want to
spend extra time in the salon getting repairs. To
satisfy this client, increase your expertise in nail
preparation and product application techniques
to prevent problems from arising.

The consumer that enjoys experimenting
will be the first one to try any new service or
technique you have to offer. Are you considering
adding airbrushing to your service menu?
Introduce the new service to this type of client.
They are quick to try something new because
they hate routine, and being bored. This type of
consumer is also in the group that believes they
are worth the price of the service.
The warranty seeker

is looking for a
guarantee – a promise with a condition. She may
say, “I will try it, if you - - -.” You are courting
disaster if you guarantee this type of client. She
is normally a selective listener who changes the
subject after she has heard the key phrase. She
gestures a lot, and is constantly moving. She may
also be the one who wasn’t doing a thing when
one of her nails just fell off! Although this type
of client is the most difficult, she will become an
ally through education. Always involve the client
in the decision making process in order to reach
a solution that will best suit her needs.

Retailing
How many of us have passed up an opportunity
to sell an add-on service or a retail item? Do
you educate the client on your products features
and benefits while doing his or her nails? Do you
make suggestions for home care retail items? If
not, you have missed a window of opportunity to
increase your profit. Retail sales in the salon can
increase your profits 50% - 75%.

Feature
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Don’t wait for your client to ask for suggestions.
It is a vital part of the success of the service,
to suggest and sell home care items. If you
lack sales training, or are reluctant to introduce
something new, try the ‘soft sell’ approach.
Introduce new products or services with ‘tent
cards’ placed at your station, the front desk, and
the retail area. Introduce this new service in
your salon newsletter or on reminder cards. Use
the new product during the service, explaining
the features and benefits. Clients are more apt
to purchase retail items if they understand that
the item will fill a particular need. For instance,
a natural nail client that experiences polish
chipping after a few days would benefit from
purchasing nail and cuticle oil. The client with
dry cuticles would experience the benefit of rehydrated cuticles while reducing the chance of
tearing.
When you have increased your service menu to
include for eg. aromatherapy massage, paraffin,
or spa-type services, airbrushing, nail art, or any
other new service, it becomes an add-on service
opportunity. Place new service items close to, or
on, your table so they are highly visible. Clients
are very observant and will notice anything new.
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When they ask, “What’s this?” it is the perfect
opportunity to introduce the new item, state the
features and benefits, and close the sale. If
you have added nail art to your menu, wearing
a simple design on one or two nails will raise
curiosity, and give you the opportunity for an
add-on service. An add-on service will increase
your profits with very little effort on your part.
All you have to do is peek the client's curiosity.
Change the content or position of retail items
frequently. What a client may not see at one
height, she may notice at another. You might
also take a cue from the restaurant industry by
putting an easel in the reception area that lists
your new services or retail items. Create eyecatching displays throughout the salon. A client
is someone who seeks only services, a customer
is someone who seeks services, and purchases
retail. You will increase your profits by turning
clients into customers. Qualify yourself, qualify
your product choice, qualify your experience,
and always use your best judgment.
For better understanding you can join our client
multiplier Formula course and get a kick start to
a successful future. It is a 5 day class that guide
you to be a better manager and entrepreneur. DT
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Hairstyles are like the modern-day version of
crowns - but to each its own. The numerous and
distinctive hairstyles out there can transform
your bride’s whole look from basic to stellar.
From the fundamental hair buns that are the ideal
traditional bridal hairstyle in the yesteryears to
the modern-day twisted and tucked braids and
even the popular half updo hairstyles for Indian
brides. The Indian bridal hairstyle scene has
witnessed a revolution and we are in awe!
Your bride's hairstyle doesn’t need to be boring,
stuffy, or traditional. Instead, they can be
trendy, chic, and fresh! From long, loose waves
to pixie cuts and braids, we’ve collected the best
of today’s bridal hairstyles to suit every bride.
You’re guaranteed to have a stunning bride with
one of these looks. Make notes and be ready for
the coming wedding season.

UPDO’S
A great make-up looks perfect only
with a complimenting hairdo. Diva
Talk Research team brings to you
a feature on what kind of hair do
goes where and how to achieve
it. Read and get ready to create
stunning bridal looks.
Words By Rashmi Sharma

These hairstyles are all about feminine details,
like braids and flowers. However, they aren’t too
smooth or polished. Remember not to plait your
bride's hair too tightly and to leave some pieces
out to soften the look and flatter her face. Tiny
flowers like baby’s breath suit the romantic updo
because they are petite enough not to distract
from the braided details.

LOOSE WAVES

Loose waves are the ideal hairstyle for brides
planning a beach wedding. They also suit those
with naturally long and thick hair with a wavy
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texture. To make the most of the style, dust your
bride's roots with volumizing powder and use a
finishing spray to prevent the waves from getting
fluffy. Loose waves also look beautiful when
paired with hair accessories like clips, flowers,
and headbands. Another popular choice is a halfup style with loose waves underneath.

LONG BRAIDS

There are so many braided hairstyles out there;
you’re bound to find one your bride love. Better
yet, some of them only require a brush and
hair elastics to create. From Dutch and French
to classic three-strand and pull-through braids,
your options are endless, especially with floral
hair accessories that brides are choosing today.
Most look best with thick hair, so be sure to clip
extensions to get the perfect look.

HALF BRAIDS

Diva Talk

You can still show off a gorgeous bridal braid if
your brides don’t have ultra-long hair. Using just
pieces from the top section of your bride's hair
- create two simple three-strand plaits starting
from her temples. Braid it towards the back of
her head, and then secure them with a pretty
floral clip. Leave the rest of the hair loose in soft
waves; this will make your bride's hair flow and
look thicker. The half-braided hairstyle is also a
great choice if you’re dressing a bridesmaid or
wedding guest.

BALLERINA BUN

A popular bridal style in the early 2000s, and
continuing to be the most ideal choice for brides
on their big day – the ballerina bun is here to stay.
That’s because this chic hairstyle is classically
elegant and puts your bride's make-up in the
spotlight. It suits those with oval face shapes
and high cheekbones. It draws the eye up, so it’s
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the perfect partner to a bold eye make-up look.
It’s also a great bridal choice if you want to show
off your bride's jewellery, such as a statement
pair of earrings.

PONYTAIL

The ponytail is one of the most versatile hairstyles
out there. Even on the wedding day, you can
take this style to the next level by adding a few
glamorous details. For an ultra-flattering look,
be sure to create lots of volume at the crown
of your bride's head. Use hair extensions to
give the ponytail extra thickness, and cover any
hair elastics or pins by wrapping a piece of hair
around it. The bonus of a ponytail is that there’s
no hair to hide or distract from make-up.

TRADITIONAL BUNS & FLOWERS

A bridal bun is all you need to turn your bride's
tresses into a beautiful hairstyle. A little
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accessory is recommended with this one to grab
a spotlight on the crown area. Roses, Mogras,
lilies, jewellery, or other flower pins will make the
bun look stunning. Wrap a Gajra around, or fill it
will red or different coloured roses. Alternatively,
pin with flowers and beads, or a combination
of the dual-toned bun. With the beautiful and
enchanting essence of real flowers, this look will
not fade till the end. It is a must-try for a bride
who loves flowers or if her outfit demands it.

CHIGNON

A classic formal hairstyle, the chignon was a
massive trend in the ‘90s. So it’s no wonder
it’s coming back now! The chignon adds a
sophisticated and polished finish to any look.
It’s perfect for modern brides who want to have
a minimalistic aesthetic and would make for a
perfect hairdo for cocktails and even the big day.
DT
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Top 4
Monsoon
Makeup
Blunders
Seasonal changes bring changes to the skin as
well. Often we miss the fact that atmosphere
plays an important role in making our bride's
skin oily, dry and dull. In the monsoon season,
humidity in the air causes skin oily and therefore
at such a weather one should avoid applying
makeup. But we cant say that to our brides, can
we. So here are some common makeup blunders
that we often make during monsoon season while
dressing our brides. Keep these pointers in mind
to help you create better monsoon brides.

Applying Heavy Foundation
Many are misled by the myth that thick foundation
is a must during hot and humid season. However,
the fact is a thick layer of foundation on the
skin, especially in humid and hot season, blocks
the skin pores and makes the face look streaky
and blotchy. If the heavy foundation is applied
in monsoon season then your bride's skin might
get damaged with blemishes and pimples as skin
pores will be blocked by the layers of foundation.

Applying Moisturizer Before
Foundation
Moisturizer is the base of the foundation, but
in the monsoon season the moisturizer applied
to provide a base to foundation can damage the
skin tone and lead to oxidization of makeup.
When moisturizer applied on the sweaty and oily
skin it makes the skin look dark.

Myth Of Translucent Powder
Although pressed compact and face powder
should be your pick in monsoon season, don’t go
for overdose of translucent powder as they are

Monsoon makeup can be tricky. Diva Talk
research team get up a heads-up on some
pointers to keep in mind this season.
Words By Rashmi Sharma

pale and doesn’t suit all skin types. It is better to
apply tinted powder, but don’t apply too much of
it. A little bit of it is enough to make your bride
glow.

Foundation On The Eye Lid
To make eye makeup last long in the monsoon
season we try almost everything. Foundation,
in monsoon season should not be your pick for
the eyelid. The skin of eyelid is very delicate
and thin. When foundation applied, it can make
wrinkles, lines, and creases form to appear on
the eyelid making the eyelid look creased with
tiny lines. Always go for a good eye base to prep
the bride's eyelids.
As a MUA, we all have had some makeup fails
in our career. These pointer are not concluding
but are a good place to start from. Keep them
in mind while dressing up your clients. Makeup
blunders not only make your clients look dark and
unattractive, they also cause serious damages to
the skin. For instance, the layer of foundation may
clog the skin pores triggering pimples and red
rashes on the skin. If you have already made the
blunder of applying too much of the foundation
and wrong moisturizers on your client's oily skin
then fear not, deep pore cleaning and skin care
regimes are very helpful post the wedding skin
stress. DT
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Bridal Trends 2022
We get you the Cheat Sheet to
create the best summer bridal looks
for the upcoming wedding season.
We decode 5 leading MUAs and
understand there styles and trends.

We all often get awestruck looking at all the
amazing make-up pictures posted by the leading
artists of this country on various social media
platforms. I am sure like many others you also
wonder how do we get that look for our bridals
and party makeups and how exactly do we decide
what is going to be the look for the upcoming
season. Diva Talk Research team has decoded
the looks and brings you a clear idea of trending
looks for the upcoming bridal season.
The most promising, profitable and portfolio
building service for any salon is the Bridal
Makeover. As a salon owner and makeup artist,
you want to give the most trending, latest and
best makeover to your brides. We have sample
picked five highly talked about and trend setting
MUAs from Delhi and Mumbai and have decoded
there latest looks fairly well. While we bring to
you some super-hot trends for the upcoming
wedding season, it is important to mention here
that no single look defines every bride. As a
good MUA you have to improvise, customise and
create stunning looks that your bride can carry
and dazzle in. So take cues from these, keep an
eye out for the should(s) and should not(s) and
you are good to go.
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Words By Divya Sharma Dahiya

Cherag
Bambboat
Who

– CIDESCO certified Bollywood & celebrity
Make-up Master & international trainer

Where

–
Cherag’s
Magical
Makeovers
headquartered in Mumbai and across various
locations in Gujarat and Maharashtra

Makeup Trends – Minimum coats, maximum
finish, expressive eyes, well defined eye liner,
lip color customized as per client, well blended
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contouring, natural glow look and enhanced
lower lash line.

Hair Trends - No flats for the bride, little
bounce or more customized to the bride’s face
shape & choice, Real flowers is a must as it brings
out the delicate beauty. For non-bridal looks he
prefers to go flamboyant on hair volume. Long
Beachy waves, to intricate curls or blown out
waves, different for each occasion.

Vardan
Nayak
Who

– Bollywood & celebrity Make-up Artist

Where

– Based in Mumbai but travels worldwide
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Makeup Trends

– Flawless skin finish, natural
contouring, never over bling the look, always
keep one attractive focal point on the face like
eyes or lips, use shimmers and glitters very
strategically. Makeup should enhance the natural
beauty of the bride and not give a plastered look
at all. Well defined lip shapes are a big trend
since long and shall continue.

Hair Trends - Avoid stereotypes, there is never
a defined set of style as per occasions. Keep it as
close to the bride’s personality and choice. Long
Beachy waves always work well, but you can play
with the partings and hair accessories. The bride
can carry a well-structured bun with natural
flowers around it. Avoid flat looks for bridals
however they work well on ramp or editorial
shoots. Given the Bollywood bridal looks, open
waves are a big trend for brides this season.
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Parul
Garg
Who

– Pro Makeup Artist & Educator

Where

– Owner of Parul Garg Studio, Based in
Gurugram, Delhi NCR

Makeup Trends

– The base is the most
important part of make-up. Keep it matt as the
glamour will be on the eyes and the jewelry.
The eyes are the most defined, play with color,
glamour and even shimmers. Eyeliner plays a
very important role and so do the eye lashes.
Avoid black smokey eyes, instead if you need a
matt look, go for brown smokey tones.

Hair Trends - For the wedding day, centre
parted front with little or no bounce and a midlevel bun is a perfect no fail formula. The flowers
can either go across the bun or be put on one
side in a cluster. For non bridal looks, waves are
the key, some bounce play in the front and a
cute hair accessory works wonders. Always keep
the client’s comfort and face shape in mind while
deciding the hairdo.
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Sahil
Malhotra
Who

– Celebrity Make-up Artist & Trainer

Where

– Owner of House of Beauty Salon,
Based in Delhi but travels worldwide

Makeup Trends – Well blended contouring
is key. Play well between the foundation and
concealer to achieve the perfect base. Colored
lenses add magic to the look, but keep them
realistic. For a very traditional kohled eyes,
keep the tones earthy with minimum shimmers.
Highlighters are good when applied properly and
blended well. Subdued Smokey is trending this
year. Lips on trend are nudes and natural pinks,
or subtle tones of colour with a dash of gloss.
Hair Trends

Hair is where the most
creativity and customisation happens. For bridals
he prefers to keep it simple and elegant but not
slick flat. Since there jewelry is heavy, the simple
yet sturdy buns do justice. For non-bridals, curls,
waves and finger combed waves work awesomely.
Hair should not look too made up, it look should
be effortless and stylish.
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Kriti
Dhir
Who

– Celebrity Make-up Artist & Trainer

Where

– Owner of Kriti DS Studio, based in

Delhi

Makeup Trends – Keep the foundation shade
only 1 shade brighter than the actual skin tone.
Never go overboard with brightening the skin
tone. Eyes need to be the most glamorous part
of the face. For the lips play between corals,
neutrals, blushed to even strong reds and pinks.
The idea is to make the bride look stunning while
being comfortable with her look.
Hair Trends

-
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Open hair always trends in
every occasion. Long Beachy waves, finger
combed curls and Hollywood waves look great
with front tie up variations according to face
shape. For her bridals also she prefers to keep
variations in the front styles. Flat hairdo is very
basic and hence to stand out as a MUA one has to
create customized hairdo according to face shape
and jewelry.

Cheat Sheet
Pre wedding looks are where you play with
creativity and style. Wedding looks are more
subtle, defined and elegant with a traditional
feel. When doing a bridal make-up, keep in mind
the number of hours she would be wearing it
including the pheras which have heat involved.
Hence, your base makeup has to be long lasting,
water proof and non-oxidizing. Alongside, it has
to look flawless, well blended and not coated
at all. So here are a few pointers which can be
counted as cheat sheet:

Skin Prep – This is the most important part
of makeup which is often neglected. Make sure
you Cleanse, tone and moisturise well according
to the skin type. Primer / pre-base and eye base
is super important keeping in mind the skin and
the weather.
Base

– It includes color correction, buildable
foundation and concealers. Make sure you do
not over fair the skin tone. Keep the coats thin
and very well blended. Try using different shades
of the foundation to create the 3D effect and
natural contouring.

Contouring

– Harsh lines and visible colours
are a big no. Keep it as blended as possible.

Highlighting

– Keep it minimum, only
enhancing the key areas, if you over do it the
face would look like a light bulb sometimes.

Blush

– Keep the colour and the placement as
natural as possible. Keep in mind, blending is key
to a good blush.

Eyes

– Be creative, play with colours, a little
shimmer hurt no one but avoid over doing it.
Define the eyes well with liners and lashes.
Lenses are good to use but keep the colours
realistic.

Lips – Keep the lips neutral with a dash of
colour. You can also opt for shades in corals
or even deeper shades like reds, burgundy or
maroons. DT
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Perfect Bridal Lips

Create stunning brides great lip shades that are trending along with
perfect for a customized look for each of your bride.
Inputs from Neelam Harish
Lips are the second most important visual in a
bride's face. It can make or break the look. Bridal
lips can take a while in perfecting, but once
you hack the code, each of your bride will look
stunning. Alongside, Every season comes with its
own set of unique lipstick shades. The trending
lip colours for monsoon are berry shades. These
berry shade work perfectly well with brides,
especially Indian.
Berry colours are basically the natural shades
of various citrus berries like strawberries,
mulberries etc. These colours are perfect for the
wet season as well. Monsoon makeup needs to
be bright to beat the dull weather. We have seen
several celebrities sport berry lip colours already.
With shades of berries, you can never go too
wrong with a bridal look. Nudes are good but for
editorial work only, in the real world they rather
look too plain. The bride spends thousands if not
lacs on her wedding day outfit, jewelry, makeover
and the events. She definitely would not want to
look colorless or pale on the face.
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The best part about berry lip colours is that,
there is a wide variety of shades available within
this category. While some of these lipstick shades
are very bright perfect for occasions, some are
subdued and more suitable for day wear. That
is why, you will certainly find the right berry lip
colour suiting your bride's complexion and taste.
We have listed the 10 most trending berry lip
colours for the upcoming bridal season. Take
your pick from these berry lip colours to create
ravishing Brides this bridal season.

S trawberry Red
This bright and delicious
red
colour
resembles
the insides of a fresh
strawberry. Brides can
wear
it
safely
with
outfits in lightest shades
including
white
and
black. It will suit on any
kind of complexion.
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Goji Berry Maroon

Black Currant

This lip colour can be
technically described as
maroon. But in the berry
list, it is the colour of
a ripe goji berry. This
deeper shade of red is
ideal for the yellows,
blues and greens in your
bride's wardrobe.

This dark magenta lip
colour is like the juice
dripping from an overripe blackberry. If your
brides are very fair, then
it is the lip colour for
them.

Slight Honeysuckle
This light berry shade is
akin to honeysuckle which
is rare berry. Brides can
Wear it in the day time
to keep the look subtle.
It is a mix of nude and
berry, to give that dash of
colour on the lips.

Nude Mulberry
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Mountain Berry Pink
This subdues yet fresh
hue for your bride's lips
is ideal for a sensual
pre wedding makeup.
Brides can wear it in the
evenings
events
with
pastel coloured clothes.
It goes best with western
outfits or when they just
dont like too much colour
on the lips.

Cranberry Red

Mulberries
have
a
strange
colour
that
comes in between purple
and pink. This is a nude
and shiny shade of that
colour. It looks best with
fiery oranges. This is the
shade you choose when
the bride wants nude lips.

Cranberries are a special
variety of berry that are
known for their blood red
colour. If you want blood
red lips to make your
bride's makeup bright,
then this is the colour
you go for.

Raspberry Pink

Wine Berry Lips

Raspberries have a vivid
pinkish-red colour. This
pink lipstick is inspired
from that fresh natural
pink.
It
works
with
shimmery colours like
golden and silver. This
is by far a safe shade if
your bride is confused on
what she can carry.

This
dark
purplish
maroon colour resembles
the shade of grapes for
making wine. That is
why, it is safe to call it as
wine colour. This colour
goes best with dark
shades of blue and black
or experiment with light
shades to strike a strong
makeup game.
This is just a tip os the iceberg, you can go on
create custom shades for each of brides. DT
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